A model for globular protein molecules based on a linear and random sequence of polar and nonkpolar amino acids was developed. Polar amino acids were assumed to be always in contact with the aqueous solvent, while nonpolar amino acids were assumed to have a tendency to be buried. Considerations of amino-acid dimnensions indicated that only runs of four or more nonpolar amino acids in a row could allow some amino acids to be more than 1-nm (10-A) removed from the surface of the protein. The expected volume fraction of a protein molecule that could be more than 1-nm removed from the surface was obtained with the assumption of a random sequence. Calculation of this volume fraction for a number of simple geometric shapes indicated that some nonpolar amino acids must be exposed to solvent and that the maximum average thickness of globular proteins should be 3-4 nm. Good agreement with published protein dimensions was obtained.
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As x-ray diffraction studies continue to reveal the intricate and diverse folded patterns of increasing numbers of protein molecules, the riddle of the rules under which these similarlooking peptide chains assume their precise and amazingly varied conformations has become more puzzling. One of us (1) has developed an approach to the problem that considers a protein molecule as being composed of an outer, exposed layer occupied by polar amino acids and an inner core occupied by nonpolar residues. From the amino-acid composition and molecular volume alone, information concerning the state of association or the shape of the protein molecule was obtained. We propose to extend this approach to the rules governing the folding of a protein molecule by examining the geometrical consequences that arise when the notion of a linear sequence of polar and nonpolar amino acids is introduced. THE 
MODEL
In many globular proteins the average residue volume is about 12.5 nm3, which suggests an average residue dimension of 0.5 nm. If we envision a protein molecule as a rigid, threedimensional geometric shape immersed in an aqueous solution, those amino acids that are in contact with the solvent will lie in a surface layer of average thickness "d" (2) , which is about 0.5 nm. The remaining amino acids will be in contact only with other amino-acid residues. The first assumption is that in a protein molecule, polar amino acids are almost always exposed (3, 4) , while nonpolar amino acids have a tendency to be buried, as suggested by Kauzmann (5) . Table 1 presents a polarity analysis for amino acids by x-ray diffraction results from several proteins (6-9). The table was compiled by calculation of the ratio of the number buried to the total number of a given amino acid in all of the proteins considered. Since the a and l chains of hemoglobin and sperm-whale myoglobin form a virtually identical class of structures, and since elastase, chymotrypsin, and trypsin form another such class, the respective numbers for lysozyme and subtilisin were multiplied by three to crudely normalize the data. The assignment of buried and exposed amino acids from x-ray crystallographic data is difficult, and sometimes the residues are listed as exposed, surface, or buried (8) . We have treated the surface residues as exposed, since they are certainly in the outer 0.5-nm shell of the protein molecule. While Table 1 is arranged in order from the most polar to the least polar amino acid, there is no clear-cut quantitative jump in the fraction buried that would allow an unambiguous assignment of polarity. Therefore, the precise value at which smaller values imply polar amino acids and larger values imply nonpolar amino acids must be arbitrarily chosen. We have assigned proline, glycine, tryptophan, alanine, phenylalanine, leucine, cysteine, valine, isoleucine, and methionine as nonpolar. Finally, it should be emphasized that polar and nonpolar are defined here to mean residues that have a tendency to be exposed or to be buried, respectively. Since these tendencies are inferred from experimental data, theoretical justification is neither offered nor necessary.
The second assumption in the model is that the polar and nonpolar residues are randomly arranged in the linear sequence. Many investigators have examined known protein sequences for deviations from a random order of residues (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . No significant deviations have thus far been found. Avoiding speculations concerning the rationale of this viewpoint, we shall only attempt to justify the assumption as it applies to our model, which uses experimental data. For reasons that will become apparent in the next section, the number of times a run of four nonpolar amino acids occurs in a real sequence, n4, will be compared to the expected value of n4 for a random sequence. Runs of four refer to overlapping runs, so, for a sequence of five nonpolar amino acids in a row, n4 is equal to two. If we define the number of polar aminoacid residues in a sequence as "a," and the number of nonpolar residues as "b," the total number of residues in a sequence is a + b. If we assume a random arrangement of polar and nonpolar amino acids, the expected value of n4 can be determined from standard probability-theory methods as
. [1] In Table 2 , the actual and expected values of n4 are compared for several different amino-acid sequences by the use of the previously deduced polarity assignment. The number of standard deviations of the actual value from the expected value is also shown. Since the absolute value of this number of deviations is less than one in about half of the cases, and never exceeds three, this distribution of values seems to follow a normal distribution curve that has 68.3% of the values within one standard deviation and 99.7% of the values within three standard deviations. Because the distribution of values seems to approximate a normal distribution, we conclude that the number of runs of four nonpolar amino acids is adequately determined by assuming a random arrangement of polar and nonpolar amino acids in the sequence. Small sample size, nonindependent samples due to consideration of related protein molecules, and an unknown probability distribution render this conclusion tentative.
THE GEOMETRIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE MODEL
One way of discussing the geometric restrictions imposed on a protein molecule is in terms of thickness. The diameter of a sphere or a cylindrical rod and the height of a cylindrical disk are examples of the thickness of geometric shapes. If we consider the restrictions of sequence, the maximum thickness of a protein molecule according to our model must be related to the number and length of runs of nonpolar amino acids. The observation that all runs of nonpolar amino acids are very short would imply a severe restriction on thickness; if all runs were very long would imply no restriction by sequence. In quantitative terms, we define A2 as the fraction of amino acids in the geometric shape that are not in the surface layer or in a second layer, also of dimension "d," immediately under the surface layer. The maximum value of A2 is determined by the sequence and can be calculated as follows. Consider the section of sequence ABBBBBA, where A and B refer to polar and nonpolar residues, respectively. If we assume that no nonpolar residue is in the surface layer, and we approximate the dimension of an amino acid in the direction of the chain as 2/3 d, at least three nonpolar residues must be in the second layer. The number of residues that are not required to be in the first or second layer is two. The latter number corresponds exactly to the number of overlapping runs of four nonpolar amino acids in the sequence. Therefore, Eq. 1 for a random sequence can be used to give the expected, maximum fraction of residues not in the first or second layer, E(A2,max) = E(n4)/(a + b). If both "a" and "b" are large, and the fraction of nonpolar amino acids is identified as A = b/(a + b), then a very good approximation is E(A2,max) _ A4.
[2] This relationship between the fraction of nonpolar amino acids and the thickness is shown in Fig. 1 of this expected fraction has, in fact, been treated as not being in the first two outside layers. Since other constraints may prevent this from being realized, only a maximum thickness can be predicted. Finally, thickness is determined as an average value, since only uniform shapes have been used.
The dotted curve in Fig. 1 shows the case for one sphere or for several identical spheres when sequence is ignored. The maximum, averaged thickness when sequence is not considered is calculated by the assumption that all nonpolar amino acids are buried. If A1 is identified as the fraction of buried amino acids, i.e., the fraction of amino acids not in the outer layer of thickness "d," it follows that the basic equation in this case is 'A = Al = [(y -l)/y]m, [5] where m assumed the same values as in Eq. 3. It is apparent that a random sequence imposes severe restraints on the acceptable dimensions for protein molecules. Furthermore, since the allowed thickness of the three shapes is less when sequence is considered than when all the nonpolar residues are buried, it follows that all of the nonpolar residues cannot be buried. The discontinuity in all three curves in Fig. 1 at 2.2 nm reflects the transition from no nonpolar residues exposed to the necessary exposure of some nonpolar residues. In general, for a given fraction of nonpolar amino acids, an infinite disk can bury more than an infinite rod, which can bury more than a collection of identical spheres. For these three shapes, this implies that the infinite geometric shape of greatest thickness buries the least number of nonpolar residues. Of course, this conclusion does not necessarily apply to finite geometric shapes.
Considering sources of error, we must emphasize that while the assumption of a random sequence is an oversimplification and introduces some degree of error, the ambiguities of the polarity assignment dominate the error analysis. Even the limited amount of data in Table 1 suggest a continuous range of polarity rather than just two classes. However, modification of the polarity assignment would only introduce quantitative changes, while the qualitative conclusions that a random sequence limits the thickness and forces some nonpolar amino acids to be exposed would be unchanged. Although we have considered only protein molecules formed from one polypeptide chain, virtually no change in the model is required for several chains of reasonable length that form one molecule, if all the chains have random sequences and similar fractions of nonpolar amino acids.
REAL MOLECULES
In this section, the predictions of the model will be compared with data from real protein molecules. A fundamental test of our model involves the comparison of the predicted and actual values of the number of overlapping runs of four buried residues. For myoglobin (6) and lysozyme (8) the predicted values of 9 and 8, respectively, are considerably larger than the actual values of 0 and 2, respectively, determined from the sequence and x-ray diffraction data. This lack of agreement should not be interpreted as a deficiency of the model since the predicted value is claimed to represent only an upper limit for the real value. However, for elastase (7) the predicted value of 16 is less than the actual value of 22 . This discrepancy, coupled with the fact that the sequential arrangement of polar and nonpolar residues in elastase has only 11 overlapping runs of four nonpolar amino acids (see Table 2 ), suggests that a modification of the polarity assignment may be needed, as discussed previously. In any event, small protein molecules do not provide an adequate test of the model. The maximum thickness of a single elastase molecule calculated from a perfect shape can only be 3.6 nm, as compared with a predicted thickness from our model of 3.4 nm. Comparison of actual and predicted dimensions for large protein molecules whose dimensions, if they were perfect spheres, would greatly exceed our predictions is necessary to test the model.
While the sequence of buried and exposed residues is not available for larger proteins, x-ray diffraction results on the dimensions are available. The best known case is the hemoglobin tetramer, which on the basis of its total number of amino acids could approximate a sphere of 5.2 nm diameter. Actually, the tetramer has an internal cavity, of width 0.8-1 nm, that is filled with solvent and lined with polar residues (20) . Since the maximum dimension of the tetramer is 6.4 nm (21), the thickness as defined here does not exceed 2.8 nm. If the tetramer is treated as four independent spheres with the fraction of nonpolar amino acids as 0.56, the expected, maximum, average thickness is 3.7 nm. If the tetramer is treated as a circular torus, the predicted thickness is 2.9 nm. It seems that the internal cavity is one solution to the constraint placed on the hemoglobin tetramer by a random sequence of polar and nonpolar amino acids. Another tetrameric molecule that solves the restrictions of sequence by the formation of internal cavities is lactate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1. 27, ref. 22) . Each subunit, of molecular weight 35,000, has a deep groove or cleft on the molecular surface. Furthermore, the four subunits are arranged in the molecule in such a way that three mutually-perpendicular holes of at least 1-nm width pass through the molecule and intersect in the center to form a large cavity. The two proteins, bovine carboxypeptidase Aa (EC 3.4.2.1) and human carbonic anhydrase C (EC 4.2.1.1) have 307 and about 260 residues, respectively, from which spheres of diameter 4.2 nm and 4 nm, respectively, could be formed. However, each protein has a low fraction of nonpolar amino acids. From the amino-acid composition of carboxypeptidase (18) , A = 0.46. From the amino-acid composition ofcarbonic anhydrase (23), A = 0.47. If we assume a random sequence, the maximum sphere-diameter allowed for these values of A is 3.1-3.2 nm. The results of x-ray diffraction studies on carboxypeptidase (24) and on carbonic anhydrase (25) indicate that both molecules have solved the restriction of a random sequence in a similar manner, having their active site in a deep pocket or large cavity with a zinc atom at the bottom and near the center of the molecule.
More data concerning the structure of globular protein molecules is available from electron microscopy. However, the practical limits of resolution of micrographs of negatively stained protein allow only reasonable estimates of dimensions to be made, and holes or cavities in a molecule could go undetected, which would cause the thickness to be overestimated. Therefore, the data from this technique is used with the understanding that the thickness could be less than measured. Escherichia coli glutamine synthetase (EC 6.3.1.2) of molecular weight about 600,000 exists as twelve approximately spherical subunits of diameter 4.5 nm, arranged into two hexagonal rings (26) . Membrane adenosine triphosphatase (EC 3.6.1.3) from Streptococcus faecalis is seen as six approximately spherical subunits of diameter 4 nm, arranged in a hexagonal ring (27) . However, it seems to us that a protein of molecular weight about 400,000 would be too large for the proposed structure. Recently two models have been proposed for the structure of the smallest active oligomer (molecular weight about 300,000) of bovine-liver glutamate dehydrogenase (EC 1.4.1.3). One model has six subunits approximating prolate ellipsoids, with twice the minor axis being 4.3 nm (28), arranged in two trimeric rings. The other model has twelve approximately spherical foldons, of diameter about 3.5 nm (29), with their centers located at the vertices of a regular icosahedron. The subunit structure of mammalian fructose diphosphate aldolase (EC 4.1.2.13), of molecular weight about 160,000, is seen as a tetramer of four approximately spherical subunits of diameter 4 nm (30) . These data indicate that even large globular proteins are constructed from smaller folded units of dimensions smaller than 4 nm, in accordance with our predictions. DISCUSSION We have developed here a model for globular protein molecules based on a random sequence of polar and nonpolar amino acids. While some authors have attempted to relate protein structure and the nonrandomness of sequence, the unique feature of our model is that the random nature of the sequence is one factor that determines the structure, and, in fact, allows the restrictive requirements of sequence to be considered from composition data without knowledge of the exact sequence. The restrictions of a random sequence require that some nonpolar residues be exposed and that the thickness be severely limited. If we assume the fraction of nonpolar amino acids to be between 0.4 and 0.6, the expected, maximum, average thickness of globular proteins should be between 3 and 4 nm. This thickness applies to the diameter of spheres and should be smaller for other shapes, such as a rod or a disk, or even for slightly deformed spheres in contact with one another over a non-negligible fraction of their surface. The improbability of forming perfect, smooth spheres from a collection of amino acids suggests that real thicknesses will, in general, be less than the predicted maximum thickness. Finally, of course, it should be emphasized that this treatment has not exhausted the restrictions of sequence. We have not considered the limitations imposed by sequence on the folding into close proximity of residues widely separated on the polypeptide chain. Such additional restrictions may require that even more nonpolar amino acids be exposed and that the thickness be less than we have predicted. In conclusion, it does seem, within the limits of the uncertainties, that large globular proteins do comply with the constraints imposed by a random sequence of polar and nonpolar amino acids.
